The Lorentz Center organizes international workshops for researchers in all scientific disciplines. Its aim is to create an atmosphere that fosters collaborative work, discussions and interactions. For registration see: www.lorentzcenter.nl

This workshop is part of the NIAS-Lorentz Program, which brings together perspectives from humanities & social sciences with natural & technological sciences.

**21st Century Science Education**

What Does it Mean for Teachers?

19 - 23 August 2024, Leiden, the Netherlands

**Scientific Organizers**

- Kennedy Chan, The University of Hong Kong
- Jan van Driel, The University of Melbourne
- Ineke Henze, Radboud University
- Hanna Stammes, Radboud University
- Marc de Vries, Delft University of Technology

**Topics**

- Global Challenges
- 21st Century Science Education
- Science Teachers’ Expertise
- Pedagogical Content Knowledge